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DNA TESTING FOR 
GENEALOGICAL 
CONNECTIONS…

 ONCE YOU’VE DECIDED TO TEST 
 IF POSSIBLE, HAVE FAMILY MEMBERS FROM PRIOR GENERATIONS 

TEST
 HAVING SIBLINGS TEST IS ALSO A GOOD IDEA

 Different combinations of DNA provide more opportunities to 
identify “cousins”, ancestors, migration patterns, etc. 

 KNOWING AT LEAST A LITTLE OF YOUR LINEAGE MIGHT HELP 
YOU DECIDE ON THE COMPANY AND TYPE OF DNA TEST(S) 
TO TAKE

• Encourage family members to test – especially those from earlier generations. Very simply, older relatives share 
more DNA with your ancestors than you do, giving you many more DNA matches and the chances to find out more 
about where your ancestors came from and to collaborate with DNA cousins.

DNA inheritance:  Each individual inherits 50% of their autosomal DNA from their mother and 50% from their father. 
Beyond that, they inherit approximately 25% from each grandparent and approximately half the previous amount from 
every subsequent generation of ancestry. Eventually, due to the random nature of autosomal DNA inheritance, there 
will be some ancestors from whom an individual does not inherit significant portions of their autosomal DNA.  Any 
autosomal or X-DNA you inherit from a specific ancestor has to be less than or equal to the amount of DNA that your 
parent inherited from that same ancestor which in turn is a subset of the DNA that your grandparent inherited from that 
same ancestor. While your grandmother may share 25% of her DNA with your second great-grandparent, you will share 
only about 6% of your DNA with that same ancestor.

DNA test preferences area beginning to be seen around the world – because of that, knowing at least a little of your 
lineage might help you decide on the company and type of DNA test(s) to take.  
• AncestryDNA primarily tests users from North America but has also expanded into the UK.
• MyHeritage’s test is most popular in European countries. 
• 23andMe provides not only autosomal testing, but mtDNA (mitochondrial - matrilineal) and Y-DNA tests (patrilineal 

– only males can test) -- can provide better information if you have Native American ancestry
• LivingDNA best ancestry test for people with roots in the British Isles (Irish). 
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DNA TESTING…
CHOOSING A TESTING COMPANY

 MATCH TESTING COMPANY TO DESIRED GOALS
 Family Migrations
 Find Cousins
 Co$t considerations

https://isogg.org/wiki/Autosomal_DNA_testing_comparison_chart

https://isogg.org/wiki/Autosomal_DNA_testing_comparison_chart

Any one of the leading DNA companies will do a good job of providing you with reports and tools that can help you understand 
your family’s genetic past.  However, I’ll give you a little info on some tests that you might consider when choosing a testing 
company for the primary purpose of finding connections that will further fill your Family Tree.
AncestryDNA is probably the most well-known test – their sample database by far is the largest with approx. 20 million testers; 
primarily from North America but test usage has also expanded into the UK.  AncestryDNA’s test is strictly an autosomal DNA test; 
They do not accept uploads of any other testing company’s DNA test results so you’ll have to use their test for ethnicity reports 
and matches of potential relatives from their database. Ancestry DNA does allow you to download your raw DNA information 
which you could then upload to other testing companies that do accept uploads. 
23andMe is another well-known company with a database of approx. 12 million testers. 23andMe tests autosomal DNA, X-
chromosome DNA, Y-chromosome DNA, and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA).  Using these extra sources of DNA, 23andMe can 
determine your haplogroups, which can tell you about your maternal and paternal lines. They also estimate your Neanderthal 
DNA, and can provide better information if you have Native American ancestry. 
MyHeritage is primarily a company based around building and researching your family tree.  MyHeritageDNA test is most popular 
in European countries – like AncestryDNA, their test is strictly an autosomal test. They also have one of the largest database sizes, 
so test results have a higher statistical probability of being correct. The company provides for you to do in-depth ancestry research 
on your family history, connect to your relatives in their database, and you can use your ancestry report to help build your family 
tree. 
FamilyTreeDNA is best for those who are serious about genealogy and want a DNA analysis specific to one side of their family. 
With FTDNA, you can purchase the Y-DNA or mtDNA tests, allowing you to get test results specific to your paternal and maternal 
lineage. While these specific tests come with an additional cost, FTDNA is the only DNA-analysis company to offer comprehensive 
DNA tests on these parts of your DNA. Essentially, this allows you to determine your father or mother’s genetic makeup and find 
connections based on specific lines.  
Living DNA is considered by many to be the best ancestry test for people with roots in the British Isles (Irish). Both YDNA and 
mtDNA are tested. You can also search LivingDNA’s user database for family matches simply by uploading your raw DNA data from 
another DNA analysis site for free. They offer DNA matching, use a cheek swab and are now partnered with Find My Past. 
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•DNA RESULTS – Shared Matches, Linked/Unlinked Trees 
•The more samples in the test database, the more 

potential matches but info on living people is “private”
•Clustering matches – The Leeds Method, etc.

•The Shared cM Project

•GEDmatch

•Facebook Groups/Projects

•Online Searches: Google, Facebook Friends, Newspapers 

GENETIC GENEALOGY RESEARCH… 
SOME TOOLS FOR RESEARCHING 
USING DNA RESULTS

Review your DNA results for matches/potential connections:  Review family trees (if there are any).  Don’t just review “connected 
trees”.  Many users test DNA and have public trees but don’t link their DNA to those trees. Identify shared matches - The Leeds 
Method is a way of clustering matches developed by Dana Leeds that uses a spreadsheet to sort DNA matches into color groups 
based on shared ancestors. It often creates four groups of DNA matches based on four grandparent lines.  
(https://www.danaleeds.com/the-leeds-method/).  Ancestry now breakdowns DNA results under your individual parents’ family 
lines.  They’re useful but not always correct.

The Shared cM Project: Ethnicity/Ancestry (available at https://dnapainter.com/tools/sharedcmv4) is one of the most commonly 
used tools for estimating relationships between people with shared DNA.  It was last updated in March 2020. 
• This tool is very helpful when trying to determine potential relationships with DNA matches.

GEDmatch GEDmatch (https://app.gedmatch.com/login1.php) is NOT a DNA testing company – it is a website with valuable tools 
where people who have tested compare DNA results and find matches with others who’ve testing using different companies – it 
basically expands the database of possible matches beyond a single testing company.  It also breaks down and displays shared 
segments using a chromosome browser, provides triangulation and many other tools.

Facebook Groups/Projects: There are many Facebook groups available to aid in your research.  Examples include groups/projects 
for those researching ancestors or descendants from/in geographical areas, surnames, DNA-related research, adopted members, 
etc.  

Online Searches:  Google is your friend (or Bing or whatever your favorite search engine might be) – online obituaries and 
newspapers can provide you with information on not only deceased relatives but also living relations.  Using the information 
provided in a Google search (such as an obituary that lists deceased person’s children, their spouses, grandchildren), I have many 
times search for Facebook accounts and been able to find and/or verify connections.  (Of course, my personal recommendation 
would be that you set your own Facebook accounts with more secure privacy settings so others can’t necessarily find your family 
members this way).
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Martha S. – (Paternal great-grandmother) Quinn Family line – actual relationship: 2nd Cousin, Once Removed
Karen B. – (Paternal great-grandparents Steele/Twohig line) – actual relationship: 2nd Cousin, Once Removed
G. Ryan -- ??
Charles Delaney -- ?? – but my Maternal great-grandmother was a Delaney
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Farther down my matches I found this match – A. Nakachi – estimated relationship of 3rd

cousin.  Why this got me excited…
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My family’s had no contact with one of the branches of my mother’s Kosinski line since 
sometime in the mid- to late-1990s – Lawrence Kosinski had changed his last name to 
“Koss” soon after reaching adulthood.  He’d moved his family to Hawaii during the 1930s –
they’d make annual or sometimes biannual visits to relatives in the Mainland for many 
years.  My mother knew that her first cousin, Muriel Koss-Campos had a daughter that 
married a “Nakachi”.  Based on my initial research, I believe it’s likely that Alohi is probably 
a great-grandchild of Muriel – making him/her most likely relationship to me to be a 2nd

cousin, 2x removed. 

Using my 23andMe test results (57 cM shared DNA on 4 segments) along with a tool I 
mentioned previously (DNA Painters’s “The Shared cM Project”) by comparing both the 
estimated relationship from 23andMe (3rd cousin) and the most likely relationship based on 
my Family Tree’s confirmed relationships (2nd cousin, 2x removed), do my DNA results make 
sense?
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The Shared cM Project 
Great Tool for Estimating Relationships 

Between DNA Matches

This Shared cM Project (available at https://dnapainter.com/tools/sharedcmv4) is one of the 
most commonly used tools for estimating relationships between people with shared DNA.  It 
was last updated in March 2020. 

• Comparing the 23 andMe DNA shared DNA results with the predicted relationships based 
on shared DNA on this chart, do my results make sense?  

• The average shared DNA centimorgans (cM) among 3rd cousins tested/compiled for this 
database is 73.  However, also based on this data, a 3rd cousin could share as little DNA as 
0 cM or as much as 234 cM.

• The average shared DNA centimorgans (cM) among 2nd cousins, once removed 
tested/compiled for this database is very similar - 71.  Again, based on this data, a 2nd

cousin, 1x removed could share as little DNA as 0 cM or as much as 244 cM

• The shared DNA results from 23andMe – 57 cM – definitely fall within the ranges of either 
relationship.  And if Alohi ends up being my 2nd cousin, twice removed (Avg 51cM, range 0-
154) that would also make sense.  No surprises here.

• This tool is very helpful when trying to determine potential relationships with DNA 
matches.
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Eileen T – I not only know this connection from my Quinn line – she hosted 
me, a couple of  my siblings and 13 other “Quinn” cousins we’d never known 
about before at the Blackpool Golf  Club in the UK.

Lisa C – mentions that she has “O’Connell’s” in her ancestry – so do I but 
that’s not how we’re related

Bernadette B – I’ve not seen this person/match on any of  my other 
companies’ test results so I don’t know the connection (yet).  But it does 
mention that a director ancestor of  hers was a “Delaney”.  
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Clicking to “Review the Match” from Bernadette’s line I see that she’s from 
Ireland, in her 70s and her mother was a Bridget Delaney.  A maternal great-
grandmother of  mine was a Mary Ann Delaney so that’s where I’d probably 
start looking.
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Just one example of chromosome browser from MyHeritage showing segments of DNA 
that two of my matches share with each other.
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TT

MSH

RB

HTZ

WW

MJF

Detailed Segment Data tab provides the actual segment start/stop locations for each match 
by chromosome.
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I DID NOT test with Living DNA – however I DID UPLOAD my raw data in effort to find some 
“DNA relatives” – especially those with UK and Irish roots.

Living DNA is considered by many to be the best ancestry test for people with roots in the 
British Isles (Irish). Both YDNA and mtDNA are tested and you can get those results for an 
additional fee (Only males have YDNA).
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STL is one of my siblings.  You’ve seen other test result examples of mine that included ETB 
and David W.   I’ve seen Stephen in some of my other test matches but Molly H was a new 
find.
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Relatives that ETB and I have in common -- This gives some valuable leads to 
find connections.  As I mentioned, I recognized Molly’s surname and was able 
to make the connection with ETB and myself on my Quinn family line.
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GEDmatch Tools – Profile page
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LivingDNA® 
Finding Relatives

REACH OUT TO 
OTHERS TO 

FIND/CONFIRM 
CONNECTIONS

Upon finding DNA matches, testing companies have messaging systems you can use to 
contact your potential relatives, attempt to determine actual relationships and possibly 
share information. The top portion of this slide shows a recent message I sent to one of my 
matches in the LivingDNA test database.  Since I recognized her surname from other 
connections previously made in the UK, I gave her specific info of a potential line of my 
family tree where I thought we might be related.  The bottom portion of the slide shows 
her response to me.  

Yes! We’ve now confirmed a 3rd cousin, 1x removed relationship between us.  I’ve also 
been able to put her in touch with other members of our common Quinn family living in 
the UK.  

Okay – let’s look at your DNA stuff…
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LET’S LOOK AT 
YOUR DNA 

RESULTS
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